
the facade of the building takes on a darker colour in the plint. 
this shows the difference in function and scale.

floorplan ground floorlocation: the sluisbuurt in amstedam
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the circulation of the floors is done with three cores and hallways 
inbetween. the hallways can be connected with stairs.

the building consists mostly of housing. the plint and roof are 
public however.

city room

restaurantstores arcadeskate



step 1: establish a propagation point (the 
entrance) from where the home starts growing. 

step 4: fill left over space and make gardens 
where possible.

step 2: start adding communal spaces. 
connecting them with the connecting spaces,

step 5: combine the public space. the basic 
puzzle piece is done.

if unsuccesful: repeat.

growing algorithm and grammar the 80 generated typologies

step 0: establish what spaces are needed. work 
from large to small homes.

step 3: place private spaces around the com-
munal spaces. add vides where possible.

step 6: subdivide spaces into functions (served 
and servant) and determine vault outline.

end: repeat untill envelope is filled



steel rods prevent the arches from deforming and 
counter the horizontal forces inherent to arches.

the vertical forces flowing through the building are 
handeled by the larger arches and columns.

hexagonal centroidal voronoi topology of the voissiers.  
the dowels expose the triangular centroidal grid.

the voissiers are connected using wooden keystone 
shaped dowels. this eliminates the need for glue.

all parts are planar and can be cut out of a sheet of 
plywood using CNC-technology. (Studio RAP, 2016)

for a continuous loading a parabola is the best shape 
to follow the forces. the 3d equivalent is a paraboloid.

The main structure is made up from columns and arches which form a 
square. Arches sometimes take on a triangular shape to solve a column 
intersection.

Flat spandrel plates can be placed in the voissiers. These plates tranfer the 
vertical load from the floors to the funicular surface.

Inbetween the arched square a paraboloid surface made up from hexagonal 
voissiers is placed. This which form the funicular surface which take on 
the loads from the floor above. The voisiers are connected with keystone 
inserts.

Floors and facade panels can now be added. The facade panels are 
attached to extra wide arches but also support themselves.

reference of wooden masonry vault. (SkilledIn Office, 
Studio RAP, 2016)

reference of the vaulting system in tiles. (Block Re-
search Group,  2016)



walls can be places in extended ‘inbetween‘ zones or 
by stoping short of the vault.

function and structure are connected. The shape of the 
space helps define it.

spaces are separated not through wastefull hallways 
but through small height differences and well insulated 
walls.
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corn biocomposite panel

larch covering plate 
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ventilation unit
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hemp insulation  125mm

larch block screen 22 mm 
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coating (xyhlo biofinish)
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the facade panels are from bio composite made 
from compressed corn waste with natural resin.

wooden block grids that cover the ventilation inlets 
and birdnests/beehotels.

the facade panels are compression molded using 
CNC-ed molds.

pv facade panels by for example Mitrex.

WTW

WTW

bird/bat box or beehotel

curtains using the rod

floor heating

heat exchange for balance 
ventilation (type D)

hemp insulation

pv facade panels

openable windows for 
summer ventilation (type C)

sun protection for the high 
summer sun.

active floor cooling. heat-
pump system.

sun protection for the high 
summer sun.

summer winter

mechanical air exhaust 
(type C)

excellent acoustic damping to 
handle not having hallways.

air extraction is done at the 
top of the vaults.

wall air exhaust for more 
effective ventilation.

water piping always comes 
from through the floor.

the shape of the structure allows 
for large material savings

small oasis for non-humans

facade pv panels mostly on 
souther facade

district heating system

houses have west/east 
orientation

public gardens

vegetable garden

pv panels


